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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following commands wifi automatically create a
volume when a container is started?
A. 'docker container run --name nginxtest -v myvol:/app nginx'
B. 'docker container run --name nginxtest --volumes=/app nginx'
C. 'docker container run --name nginxtest --volumes
myvol:/app:new nginx'
D. 'docker container run --name nginxtest -v /app:mount nginx'
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A new MPLS network link has been established between a company
and its business partner.
The link provides logical isolation in order to prevent access
from other business partners. Which of the
following should be applied in order to achieve confidentiality
and integrity of all data across the link?
A. HTTPS and SSH for all application flows.
B. MPLS should be run in IPVPN mode.
C. SSL/TLS for all application flows.
D. IPSec VPN tunnels on top of the MPLS link.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: Cryptography
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
IPSec can very well be used with MPLS. IPSec could provide VPN
tunnels on top if the MPLS link.
Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) isn't a tunneling protocol,
but it's used in conjunction with tunneling
protocols. IPSec is oriented primarily toward LAN-to-LAN
connections, but it can also be used with dial-up
connections. IPSec provides secure authentication and
encryption of data and headers; this makes it a
good choice for security.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Why is desirability the starting point when it comes to a
successful idea?
Note: There are 1 correct answers to this question.
A. Because its not about building a new product and service and
then searching for customers. It's about going to the customers
first, determining their needs, and then creating something to
meet their needs.
B. As a design thinker, the problems you are trying to solve
are rarely your own-they are those of a particular group of
people; in order to design for them, you must gain empathy for
who they are and what is important to them.
Answer: A
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